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Pace Will
Give Talk;
Classes Off

Highlighted by such prominent speakers as Frank Pace, Jr., former Secretary of War in the army, and the Hon. Bernard M. Baruch, President Baruch Convocation ceremonies will be held tomorrow at 10 in Farleigh-Edwards Theatre. President Bernd G. Gallagher will preside.

This year's Convocation will be the last attended by Dean Thomas L. Norton in his present capacity. In September, he will assume the position of Dean of New York University's School of Commerce, Insixium, Museums and Tickers award winners will be presented to graduating seniors, and Mr. Baruch will receive plaque. Dr. Bartum will be the recipient of an award from the student body commemorating his ten years of service to the School.

In a resolution passed by the President, executive vice-president of the General Dynamics Corporation, also served as director of the defense ministers conference of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in Brussels. He also traveled from Princeton University and Harvard Law School.

Cord, Field Disagree
On ICB, SC Statutes

In a discussion on the relation of Inter-Club Board vice-president of Council, and Student Council have the right to amend its own charter, it could amend ICB out of existence altogether, however, that this is undesirable.

In opposing Cord's contention, Art Field, chairman of ICB, said, "Student Council provides that changes in the ICB charter be initiated by ICB, and not Student Council. If Student Council had wished to retain these initiative powers it could have done so."

"This it did not do. If SC cannot initiate changes within the ICB charter, surely, it cannot dissolve the Inter-Club Board since, in fact, this would be abolishing the charter."

Cord had submitted—that there are three general areas in which ICB is completely subordinate to Student Council. One is that SC has initiative powers, duties and functions in the ICB charter. It therefore could "amend ICB out of existence altogether." The second was that ICB is completely subordinate to Student Council. Another facet of ICB's charter is that SC funds to ICB, however, it does not have to give ICB any money.

21 Student Council can vote action taken by ICB simply by not validating the ICB minutes sent to Council each week.
Lucia to Continue...

The Mardi Gras Queen Pageant has been delayed due to a scheduling conflict with another event. Lucia, the current Mardi Gras Queen, will continue her reign until the pageant can be held. It is expected to take place in the near future.

Entertainment and the Arts

Off Broadway Theater

By Otto Solomon

Mr. Solomon's summary report on the recent presentation of the new play, "Rogues' Gallery," at the Off Broadway Theater, was published in the Lips on May 18, 1955. The play was well received by the audience, and Mr. Solomon praised the actor performances, especially the lead role played by Mr. Greenway.

Leitch Wins Fastest Man Competition

The sports pages of the Lips on May 19, 1955, reported on the Fastest Man Competition, held at the Off Broadway Theater. The winner, Mr. Leitch, was congratulated by the audience for his impressive performance. The competition concluded with a lively debate between Mr. Leitch and Mr. Greenway, who were judged to be the best performers of the evening.

Professional Joke of the Month

For the Month of May, the Lips published a professional joke titled, "Why couldn't the refrigerator go to the movies?" The joke was contributed by Mr. Leitch and proved to be popular among readers.

Siversity—FOOD—

A Whole Caboodle of Lucky Drodles!

WHAT'S THIS?

The Lips, on May 19, 1955, featured an advertisement for Lucky Drodles, a popular candy that was known for its unique shape and taste. The advertisement encouraged readers to try the candy and enjoy the "whole caboodle." The Lips provided a discount code "AMATUR" for readers to use when purchasing the candy.

R E W A R D

Inexpensive, but substantially valuable block of U.S. postage stamps, valued at $5, was left on the main floor of the Lips on Wednesday, May 19, 1955. The owner, Mr. Greenway, was disappointed when the block was not claimed. Anyone who finds the stamps is encouraged to return them to the Lips.

For the Very Best in
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It's the

VARSITY SWEET SHOP

Downtown City's Favorite Place

160 EAST 23rd STREET

"THE NEW LOOK"
City Defeats Wagner, 2-0, After Losing Opener, 1-0

The City College baseball team split a doubleheader with Wagner College, Saturday, at the Seahawks’ diamond at Grimes Hill, Staten Island. The Beavers dropped the first tilt, 1-0, and took the second contest, 2-0, in thirteen innings.

Clint Biscoe of Wagner pitched both games for the Seahawks, and was superb in both efforts. In the first game he hurled a two-hitter at the Beavers, and in the nitecap he twirled twelve scoreless innings before City finally broke his skein of scoreless frames at twenty-one, as the Beavers tallied twice in the top half of the thirteenth.

Don Tenerelli led off the frame with a single and advanced to third on a sacrifice and an infield out. With two away, Mike Kucklinskas walked and a moment later Brian Tenerelli in the Niners’ line on backstop Jimmy Cohen’s double to left.

In the bottom of the thirteenth, the Seahawks loaded the bases with one out. Lavender hurler Joe Galletta refused to buckle under the pressure and forced the last two batters to popup to the infield.

In the first contest, Beaver hurler Pete Troia matched Boscoe until the eighth when Seahawk center fielder Ed Peterson blasted a home run to give Wagner its 1-0 victory.

Boscoe allowed only two singles and struck out six in registering his triumph.

On Wednesday, May 4, at Babe Ruth Field, the Lavender屏幕ered the season’s series with New York University, whipping the Violets. 8-2.

Galletta hurled smoothly, yielding seven hits, walking four and striking out eight. He was backed up by a 15-hit attack.

Legmen Cop Sixth in Vie

The City College track team bowed out of the Metropolitan Collegiate Track conference Saturday, as it finished in sixth place in the Metropolitan track and field championships held at Randall’s Island. The Beavers performers were only able to gather a total of 11 points to beat out last place Brooklyn College.

The Lavender’s best performance was a second place finish in the quarter mile put. Jack Kushner tossed the shot 63 feet 5 inches for this achievement. Irv Stein’s toss of 42 feet 1 inch also gave City fifth place in the same event.

CCNY placed third in the broad jump when Robert Marsh leaped 22 feet 2 inches. Joe Gold gave City fourth place in the 440-yard run, while the Brucemen captured the one mile relay to complete their scoring.

Netmen Defeat Redmen, 6-3; Up Season’s Record to 6-2

With a 6-3 victory over St. John’s, Saturday, the Beaver tennis team rolled to a 6-2 season record with only one match remaining.

Guy Ferrara continued undefeated in singles play and, with his partner Al Jong, maintained his unbeaten string in the doubles.

The netmen have defeated Hofstra, Queens, Hunter, Brooklyn and Adelphi. They have lost only to Fordham and NYU.

The only match remaining for the Karlmen is with Manhattan on May 14. This is a rescheduled match of the one that was postponed earlier in the season.

The Manhattan court is located in Riverdale and can be reached via the Broadway-7th Ave. line.

Stickmen Rip Lafayette For Five Out of Six; Perlow Paces Attack

The City College lacrosse team went leopard hunting Saturday afternoon at Easton, Pennsylvania. Although the Millermen won, 12-4, to chalk up their fifth win in six starts, they found Lafayette’s felines to be surprising elusive, as City led by only 5-3 at the end of the first half.

The biggest Leopard hunter on the Beaver safari was Co-Captain Ralph Kelley, John Perro, Len Pagan and Fred “Turky” Hannah.

At the same time, defensesmen Norm Epstein and Mel Schnoll were keeping the Cats from straying too close to the temping bait in the City goal.

The first half saw some very shoddy passing as both City and Lafayette blew several good scoring opportunities.

However, the Lavender finally tracked down the Cats in the third quarter, scoring five times while holding the home side scoreless.

Hannah opened up the scoring after only 50 seconds had elapsed in the third period as he converted a pass from Perro. Less than two minutes later, Pagan made the score, 7-3, ruffling an empty cage.

At 6:29, Perlow scored his fourth goal of the game, taking a pass from Kelley while cutting across the crease to make the count read 8-3.

By the time the last minute of the quarter had rolled around, Pagan had scored CCNY’s fifth goal of the period to put the game safely out of reach of the Leopards’ claw.

On Wednesday, May 4, the stickmen succumbed to the Rutgers University lacrosse powerhouse, 17-6, at New Brunswick, N. J. The Scarlet, one of the outstanding teams in the nation, conquered Army, Penn State and Johns Hopkins, rolled up their goals in the first half.

THE THEATRON ALUMNI
Regret to Announce
Their Production Of
MY THREE ANGELS
HAS BEEN CANCELLED